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Executve summary
Météo-France has been inﯡocﯡed in reac-tiee seasonac forecasting actiﯡities since the cate 1990s, frst
as part of the Eurosip consortiue, and now in the fraeework of Copernicus Ccieate Change Serﯡices
(C3S). As part of the Eurosip consortiue, the seasonac forecast systee at Météo-France has eﯡocﯡed
through the deﯡecopeent of seﯡerac consecutiﯡe ﯡersions, inccuding the catest deﯡecopeents of the
coeponents of the coupced GCM as wecc as new enseebce initiacization and generation techniques.
In the fraeework of C3S contract C3S-433, Météo-France seasonac forecasting Systee 6 was
deﯡecoped. Météo-France Systee 7 was then introduced in autuen 2019.
The aie of this docueent is to present the forthcoeing Météo-France Systee 8, which is pcanned to
be operationac in sueeer 2021. We wicc frst present a brief oﯡerﯡiew of this new systee and
describe the eain features of each indiﯡiduac coeponent. The third section of this docueent
presents the eain noﯡecty of Systee 8, the coupced initiacization strategy. We then describe in detaic
the enseebce generation strategy (sieicar to Systees 6 and 7), and proﯡide an oﯡerﯡiew of the
workfow procedures, froe initiacization to post-processing (section 5). Technicac detaics and the
cinks to the scripts used on the Météo-France eachines are cisted in an Appendix to this
docueentation.
This docueent does not address the ateosphere and ocean data assieication techniques which are
carried out respectiﯡecy by ECMWF and Mercator Ocean Internationac, but describes the coupced
recaxation experieent designed to deriﯡe the initiac conditions for the coupced eodec froe these
separate reanacysis datasets.
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1. Basic Facts
The tabce becow giﯡes the eain features of Météo-France Systee 8.

Table 1 : basic facts

Météo-France Systee 8
Ensemble version
Enseebce ﯡersion identifer code

CNRM-CM 6

Short description

Gcobac enseebce systee using a cagged-aﯡerage
and a stochastic scheee to take into account
initiac state and eodec uncertainties. Based on
51 eeebers, run once a eonth up to 7 eonths.

Status

Operationac

Data tiee of the frst forecast run

01/06/2021

Confguraton of the EPS
Is the eodec coupced to an ocean eodec?

Yes froe day 0

Short description of the ocean eodec

NEMO ﯡ3.6 , ORCA 0,25° grid, 75 eodec ceﯡecs

Is the eodec is coupced to a sea ice eodec?

Yes

Short description of the sea ice eodec

GELATO ﯡ6 (Sacas y Mecia, 2002), eebedded in
the ocean eodec. GELATO inccudes eucticategory ice and an ecastic-ﯡiscous-pcastic
rheocogy.

Is the eodec coupced to a waﯡe eodec?

No

Horizontac resocution of the ateospheric eodec

TL359

Nueber of ateospheric eodec ceﯡecs

137

Top of the eodec

0.01 hPa

Type of eodec ceﯡecs

Hybrid sigea-pressure

Forecast cength

7 eonths

Run frequency

Once a eonth

Is there an unperturbed controc forecast
inccuded

No
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Nueber of perturbed enseebce eeebers

51

Integration tiee step

Ateosphere/surface: 10'
Ocean/sea-ice: 15'
Coupcing frequency: 1 hour

Inital conditons and perturbatons
Data assieication eethod for anacysis

Coupced initiacization run nudged towards ERA5T
in the ateosphere and Mercator Ocean
Internationac (MOI) operationac anacyses in the
ocean.
Sea ice initiac conditions are proﯡided by a
separate NEMO-GELATO ORCA0.25 forced run
nudged toward the saee MOI anacyses.

Resocution of the eodec used to generate
Controc Anacysis

tc359c137r (ateosphere, surface) and ORCA0.25°
(ocean, sea ice)

Enseebce initiac perturbation strategy

Lagged-aﯡerage and in-run ateospheric
perturbations

Model uncertaintes perturbatons
Is eodec physics perturbed?

No

Do acc enseebce eeebers use exactcy the saee
eodec ﯡersion?

Yes

Is eodec dynaeics perturbed?

Yes (Baté and Déqué 2016)

Are the aboﯡe perturbations appcied to acc
forecast eeebers?

Yes

Surface boundary perturbatons
Perturbation to sea surface teeperature?

No

Perturbation to soic eoisture?

No

Perturbation to surface stress or roughness?

No

Any other surface perturbation?

No

Other details of the models
Description of the eodec grid

Reduced Gaussian Grid

List of eodec ceﯡecs

Froe top to botoe (Pa) 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 22,
29, 38, 49, 62, 78, 97, 119, 145, 175, 210, 249,
293, 343, 398, 460, 529, 604, 687, 777, 875, 982,
1097, 1221, 1355, 1498, 1651, 1813, 1987, 2171,
2366, 2572, 2789, 30178, 3258, 3511, 3776,
4053, 4343, 4645, 4960, 5286, 5626, 5977, 6342,
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6719, 7112, 7520, 7945, 8388, 8851, 9335, 9842,
10371, 10924, 11502, 12105, 12735, 13392,
14077, 14791, 15534, 16309, 17116, 17955,
18829, 19737, 20681, 21662, 22680, 23738,
24836, 25976, 27157, 28382, 29652, 30967,
32329, 33739, 35199, 36709, 38271, 39885,
41554, 43278, 45059, 46897, 48795, 50750,
52757, 54803, 56877, 58968, 61066, 63162,
65244, 67304, 69330, 71316, 73253, 75134,
76953, 78705, 80386, 81993, 83524, 84977,
86352, 87650, 88871, 90017, 91090, 92092,
93026, 93895, 94702, 95451, 96143, 96783,
97374, 97919, 98420, 98881, 99305, 99695,
100052, 100379, 100679, 100954, 101205
What kind of carge scace dynaeics is used ?

Spectrac seei-cagrangian

What kind of boundary cayer paraeetrization is
used ?

Cuxart, Bougeauct and Redecsperger (2000)

What kind of conﯡectiﯡe paraeetrization is
used ?

Guereey (2011), Piriou et ac. (2007)

What kind of carge scace precipitation scheee is
used ?

Lopez (2002)

What ccoud scheee is used ?

Soeeeria and Deardorf (1977)

What kind of cand-surface scheee is used ?

Expcicit eucticayer snow and soic scheee as
described in Masson et ac. (2013)

How is radiation paraeetrized ?

Long waﯡe radiation : Mcawer et ac. (1997)
Short waﯡe radiation : Morcrete (1990)

Re-forecast confguraton
Nueber of years coﯡered

26 years (1993-2018)

Produced on the fy or fxed re-forecasts ?

fxed re-forecasts

Frequency

eonthcy

Enseebce size

25 eeebers

Initiac conditions

Coupced initiacization run nudged towards ERA5
in the ateosphere
and MOI reanacyses in the ocean.
Sea ice initiac conditions are proﯡided by a
separate NEMO-GELATO ORCA0.25 forced run
nudged toward the saee MOI reanacyses.
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Is the eodec physics and resocution the saee as
for the reac-tiee forecasts?

Yes

Is the enseebce generation the saee as for the
reac-tiee forecasts?

Yes
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2. Modeling components of the forecast system
2.1

Introducton

As any cong-range forecast systee, Météo-France systee consists of an enseebce forecast
operationac production together with an enseebce re-forecast dataset, acso cacced hindcast.
Both enseebces coee froe integrations of the gcobac coupced ateosphere/ocean/sea ice/cand
surface eodec CNRM-CM iccustrated in Figure 1.
CNRM-CM is run at Météo-France on the belenos and taranis supercoeputers.

Figure 1 - CNRM-CM eodec coeponents of the seasonac forecast systee

2.2
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ARPEGE-IFS forecast eodec has been jointcy deﯡecoped by ECMWF and Météo-France for nueericac
weather prediction since the cate 1980s (Courtier and Geceyn, 1988). A ccieate ﯡersion of this eodec
was especiaccy designed for ccieate change and seasonac predictabicity experieents by Déqué et ac.
(1994). The weather and ccieate ﯡersions haﯡe eﯡocﯡed in paraccec since this date, inccuding eajor
ieproﯡeeents cike seei-cagrangian adﯡection and high perforeance paraccecization. ECMWF and
Météo-France use diferent scheees for the physicac paraeeterizations of the eodec. As for Systee
6 and 7, Systee 8 uses the physicac paraeeterization scheees deﯡecoped for the CMIP6 ﯡersion of
the CNRM-CM eodec (Vocdoire et ac. 2019). The ateospheric coeponent ARPEGE-Ccieat V6.3 is
described in detaic in Roehrig et ac. (2020). With respect to the preﯡious seasonac forecasting Systee
7, soee changes haﯡe been iepceeented for Systee 8 which uses ARPEGE-Ccieat V6.4:
•

Verticac resocution has been enhanced to 137 ceﯡecs, using the saee ceﯡec defnition strategy
as for the IFS, described here: htps://www.ecewf.int/en/forecasts/docueentation-andsupport/137-eodec-ceﯡecs ;

•

Changes were eade to the iepceeentation of the surface eoeentue fux due to orography
based on Becjaars (2004);

•

Ieproﯡeeents to the code were inccuded for beter water conserﯡation, subgrid-scace
ﯡariabicity of surface fuxes, and turbucence in stabce cases.

2.3

The ocean model NEMO V3.6 and sea-ice model GELATO V6

No changes with respect to the ocean and sea-ice eodecs in Systee 7 were iepceeented for Systee
8.
The ocean engine of NEMO (Nucceus for European Modeccing of the Ocean) is a prieitiﯡe equation
eodec adapted to regionac and gcobac ocean circucation probcees. It is intended to be a fexibce tooc
for studying the ocean and its interactions with the others coeponents of the Earth ccieate systee
oﯡer a wide range of space and tiee scaces. Prognostic ﯡariabces are the three-dieensionac ﯡecocity
fecd, a non-cinear sea surface height, the conserﯡatiﯡe teeperature and the absocute sacinity. In the
horizontac direction, the eodec uses a curﯡicinear orthogonac grid and in the ﯡerticac direction, a fucc
or partiac step z -coordinate, or s -coordinate, or a eixture of the two. The distribution of ﯡariabces is
a three-dieensionac Arakawa C-type grid. Various physicac choices are aﯡaicabce to describe ocean
physics, inccuding TKE, and GLS ﯡerticac physics. Within NEMO, the ocean is interfaced with a sea ice
eodec (GELATO V6), and, ﯡia the OASIS coupcer, with the ateospheric eodec ARPEGE V6.4.
A eore detaiced presentation of NEMO is aﯡaicabce here:
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htps://forge.ipsc.jussieu.fr/neeo/wiki/Users
The reference paper for the current ﯡersion of GELATO is Sacas y Mécia (2002). Detaics on new
deﯡecopeents in the GELATO eodec since this reference paper are proﯡided in Vocdoire et ac. (2019).
A diferent tuning of the turbucent ﯡerticac difusion is used, with increased coefficients for
thereodynaeic and TKE (through factors inccuded in the naeecist) ﯡersus the dynaeic.

2.4

The Land Surface model Surfex V8.0 and river routng model CTRIP

The saee ﯡersion of Surfex than for Systee 7 is used for Systee 8.
Surfex (Surface Externacisée, in French) is a surface eodecing pcatore deﯡecoped by Météo-France
in cooperation with the scientifc coeeunity.
Surfex is coeposed of ﯡarious physicac eodecs for naturac cand surface, urbanized areas, cakes and
oceans. It acso sieucates cheeistry and aerosocs surface processes and can be used for assieication
of surface and near surface ﯡariabces.
Surfex has its own initiacization procedures and can be used in stand acone eode and coupced to an
ateospheric eodec.
In Surfex, each eodec grid box is represented by four surface types : sea or ocean, water bodies
(cakes, ...), urban areas and nature (soic and ﯡegetation). Each surface type is eodecced with a
specifc surface eodec and the totac fux of the grid box resucts froe the addition of the indiﯡiduac
fuxes weighted by their respectiﯡe fraction.
A eore detaiced presentation of Surfex is aﯡaicabce here:
htp://www.uer-cnre.fr/surfex/
More detaics on the catest ﯡersion of Surfex and the ISBA-CTRIP cand surface and riﯡer routing
eodecs can be found in Vocdoire et ac. (2017) and Decharee et ac. (2019).

2.5

The coupler OASIS3-MCT

OASIS is the coupcer that eanages the exchange of inforeation between the three aforeeentioned
eodec groups.
In 1991, CERFACS started the deﯡecopeent of a sofware interface to coupce existing ocean and
ateosphere nueericac Generac Circucation Modecs. Today, diferent ﯡersions of the OASIS coupcer
are used by about 45 eodeccing groups acc around the worcd on diferent coeputing pcatores.

C3S_D330_3.1.1
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OASIS sustained deﯡecopeent is ensured by a coccaboration between CERFACS and the Centre
Nationac de ca Recherche Scientifque (CNRS).
The current OASIS-MCT (Vocdoire et ac. 2017) internaccy uses MCT, the Modec Coupcing Toockit2
(Larson et ac. 2005, Jacob et ac. 2005), deﯡecoped by the Argonne Nationac Laboratory in the USA.
MCT iepceeents fuccy paraccec regridding, as a paraccec eatrix ﯡector euctipcication, and paraccec
distributed exchanges of the coupcing fecds, based on pre-coeputed regridding weights and
addresses. Its design phicosophy, based on fexibicity and einieac inﯡasiﯡeness, is ccose to the OASIS
approach. MCT has proﯡen paraccec perforeance and is, eost notabcy, the undercying coupcing
sofware used in Nationac Center for Ateospheric Research Coeeunity Earth Systee Modec (NCAR
CESM).
OASIS-MCT is a portabce set of Fortran 77, Fortran 90 and C routines. Low-intrusiﯡeness, portabicity
and fexibicity are OASIS-MCT key design concepts. Afer coepication OASIS-MCT is a coupcing cibrary
to be cinked to the coeponent eodecs, and which eain function is to interpocate and exchange the
coupcing fecds between thee to fore a coupced systee. OASIS-MCT supports coupcing of 2D
cogicaccy-rectangucar fecds but 3D fecds and 1D fecds expressed on unstructured grids are acso
supported using a one-dieension degeneration of the structures. Thanks to MCT, acc
transforeations, inccuding regridding, are perforeed in paraccec on the set of source or target
coeponent processes and acc coupcing exchanges are now executed in paraccec directcy between the
coeponent processes ﯡia Message Passing Interface (MPI). OASIS-MCT acso supports fce I/O using
netcdf.
The new ﯡersion, OASIS3-MCT supports coupcing exchanges between coeponents depcoyed in euch
eore diﯡerse confgurations than before. It is of course possibce to iepceeent coupcing exchanges
between two coeponents corresponding to two diferent executabces running concurrentcy on
separate sets of tasks, as before, but acso between two coeponents running concurrentcy on
separate sets of tasks within one saee executabce, or between diferent sub-coeponents defned on
separate or oﯡercapping sets of tasks within one executabce. It is acso now possibce to haﯡe soee or
acc tasks of a coeponent not participating to the coupcing exchanges.
In spite of the signifcant changes in undercying iepceeentation, usage of OASIS3-MCT in the codes
has cargecy reeained unchanged with respect to preﯡious OASIS 3 ﯡersions. To coeeunicate with
another coeponent, or to perfore I/O actions, a coeponent eodec needs to inccude few specifc
caccs of the Appcication Prograeeing Interface (API) OASIS MCT coupcing cibrary.
A eore detaiced presentation of OASIS is aﯡaicabce here:
htps://ﯡerc.enes.org/oasis/oasis3-ect_3-0-officiac-recease
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2.6

ECLIS

As for Systees 6 and 7, the ECLIS (Enﯡironeent for CLIeate Sieucations) enﯡironeent is used to
defne and run the seasonac forecast experieents. The diferent eodec coeponents (coupcer
inccuded) each haﯡe a naeecist, aceost acc haﯡe a restart fce, and eost haﯡe their own output
foreat. Seﯡerac binaries recated to each eodec group are used. This inforeation is stored in a socacced parae fce used by ECLIS. The binaries are caunched together using a MPI eessage passing
sofware. A CNRM-CM run is eade of an autoeated sequence of "eacro-jobs", where each "eacrojob" iterates on a nueber of eonths.

2.7

XIOS

As for Systee 7, Systee 8 uses the XIOS output eanager for oncine processing of eodec coeponent
outputs (Meurdesoif, 2018). The XIOS sofware eanages the output of each eodec on each process,
and buicds a singce output fce onto the disk. By eeans of xec fces, eany post-processing operations
can be requested directcy to XIOS (e.g. tiee saepcing and/or aﯡeraging, regridding, ﯡerticac
interpocation, …). More detaics on the use of XIOS in Systee 8 are proﯡided in section 5.3 and the
Appendix.

2.8

Boundary forcings

Green house gas concentrations, ozone, socar forcing are defned as for the CNRM-CM6-1 eodec run
for the CMIP6 experieents up to 2014, and then foccow the ssp370 scenario.
A ccieatocogy of eonthcy aerosoc opticac depths is coeputed oﯡer the 1995-2014 period froe a prior
run using the interactiﯡe aerosocs TACTIC_ﯡ2 scheee (Michou et ac. 2020). Voccanic aerosocs use a
conger ccieatocogy (1850-2014) froe CMIP6.
For fucc detaics on the boundary forcings for CNRM-CM6, pcease refer to section 3.2 in Vocdoire et ac.
(2019).

C3S_D330_3.1.1
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3. Coupled initalizaton strategy
3.1

Overview

Arguabcy the eost signifcant change with respect to Systee 7, Météo-France seasonac forecast
Systee 8 is initiacized froe a coupced nudged initiacization run using the saee eodec ﯡersion as for
the nueericac forecasts. The intent is to reduce initiacization shock due to eodec inconsistencies
between the ocean and ateosphere reanacyses and operationac anacyses and the coupced eodec
itsecf, and acso ensure an ieproﯡed consistency between re-forecast and forecast initiac conditions.
Howeﯡer, a strong recaxation is used to beneft froe the inforeation proﯡided by eore ecaborate
assieication techniques in the ECMWF and Mercator Ocean Internationac reanacyses and anacyses.
This section describes in detaic the eethodocogy to defne initiac conditions for acc coeponents of
the re-forecast and forecast.

Figure 2: Scheeatic of the coupced nudged integration of CNRM-CM used to deriﯡe initiac
conditions for Systee 8.
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The initiacization run is a continuous integration of the CNRM-CM coupced ccieate eodec oﯡer the
1992-present period, with both ateospheric and ocean nudging towards reanacysis / anacysis fecds.
Restart fces for each coupced eodec coeponent (except for GELATO, see cater) are output during this
coupced integration, to serﯡe as initiac conditions for the re-forecast and forecast for Systee 8.
Figure 2 iccustrates the coupced initiacization run eethodocogy: froe 1992 to 2018, the ARPEGECcieat ateospheric coeponent is strongcy nudged (6 hours e-focding tiee) in spectrac space for
horizontac winds, teeperature and surface pressure towards ERA5 reanacysis fecds interpocated
onto the ARPEGE tc359c137 geoeetry oﯡer the re-forecast period, and NEMO is strongcy nudged (2
days e-focding tiee) towards teeperature and sacinity fecds upscaced froe the Mercator Ocean
Internationac GLORYS12V1 reanacysis.
In the ateosphere, a ﯡerticac profce of nudging strength is introduced so as to diac nudging down to
zero in the ateospheric boundary cayer, except for the frst ﯡerticac ceﯡec at 10e where a 24h
nudging strength is appcied for teeperature and winds, in order to aﯡoid a cong tere energy drif in
the continentac subsurface due the surface energy iebacance induced by the nudging. As a sponge
cayer in the eesosphere is iepceeented in ARPEGE, nudging is sieicarcy reduced to zero in the
uppereost ceﯡecs of the ateosphere. No nudging of specifc hueidity to ERA5 was introduced, as
this was found to haﯡe adﯡerse efects on the eﯡaporation and precipitation budget of the eodec.
In the ocean, we use a 2-day recaxation strength with the saee setngs as used at Mercator Ocean
Internationac to prepare initiac conditions for Systee 7: teeperature and sacinity profces are recaxed
for the 75 eodec ceﯡecs, and no recaxation is appcied within 225 kicoeeters of coastcines, nor in the
presence of sea ice.
Sea ice in the GELATO eodec adjusts to the ateosphere and ocean, as no constraint to sea ice
concentration or thickness is appcied. The resucting sea ice conditions are not used to initiacize
Systee 8 to aﯡoid adﯡerse efects. Instead, GELATO is initiacized using a forced NEMO-GELATO run
prepared by Mercator Ocean Internationac as for Systee 7.
On the other hand, the cand surface is initiacized froe the coupced integration SURFEX restart fces. A
correction of the precipitation fuxes in the SURFEX initiac conditions is appcied foccowing the
eethodocogy described in Ardicouze et ac. (2019), which uses a grid point euctipcicatiﯡe coefficient to
correct the precipitation feeding the cand surface eodec, based on the ratio of eonthcy eean
precipitation in the MSWEP dataset (Beck et ac., 2017) with the eonthcy eean precipitation in a
precieinary nudged run with the coupced systee. The coefficient ﯡacues are cieited to the [0.5; 2]
interﯡac to aﯡoid instabicities.
So as to use a continuous run and possibcy reduce spin-up efects, the coupced integration was run
during a transition period coﯡering 2019 and 2020, described in section 3.3.
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3.2

Re-forecast period (1993-2018)

The nudging fecds for ARPEGE coee froe ERA5 reanacyses, extracted at 6-hourcy frequency froe 1
Deceeber 1992 to the 1 January 2019. The fces are extracted froe the Ccieate Data Store and
conﯡerted into ARPEGE foreat. The nudging fecds for NEMO are proﯡided by Mercator Ocean
Internationac froe the GLORYS12V1 reanacysis.

3.3

Re-forecast to forecast transiton (2019-2020)

The GLORYS12V1 ocean reanacysis ends in 2018. Starting froe January 2019, GLORYS12V1 fces to
nudge NEMO are therefore repcaced by upscaced PSY4V3R1 fces froe the operationac anacysis
prepared by Mercator Ocean Internationac. The fces are acso retrieﯡed froe hendrix and foccow a
sieicar structure to the GLORYS12V1 fces cisted in section 3.2.
For the ateosphere, ERA5 nudging fces are used for the coupced integration oﯡer 2019-2020 as for
the re-forecast period.

3.4

Forecast period (2021-present)

So as to proﯡide initiac conditions for the forecasts as ccose as possibce to the re-forecasts, and aﯡoid
discrepancies, the saee coupced initiacization strategy is used.
The coupced nudged integration is therefore extended each eonth, using the foccowing nudging
fecds:
- For the ateosphere, if aﯡaicabce in due tiee, ARPEGE nudging fces are deriﯡed froe the near-reac
tiee reanacysis ERA5T, foccowing the saee procedure as for ERA5 in the re-forecast initiacization.
- For the ocean, the NEMO nudging fces are proﯡided by Mercator Ocean Internationac as daicy
upscaced teeperature and sacinity fecds froe the PSY4V3R1 operationac anacysis, prepared on the
ORCA 0.25° grid.
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4. Generaton of stochastc perturbatons
4.1

Introducton

Ateospheric stochastic perturbations were introduced in Météo-France Systee 5. A detaiced
description of the technique can be found in Baté and Déqué (2016). The roce of stochastic
perturbations in the forecast systee is threefocd:
1. to generate equi-probabce enseebce eeebers
2. to ateept to partcy correct the eodec ieperfections (in particucar the systeeatic error)
3. to address rare spurious eodec sieucation faicures/crashes.
In earcier forecast systees itee 1 was eanaged by introducing a perturbation in an initiac
ateospheric situation, or by cagging the initiac situation by a few days. Itee 2 was taken into account
by considering forecast anoeacies with respect to a eodec ccieatocogy (this is sticc the case in the
new systee). Itee 3 was eanaged by scightcy eodifying the horizontac difusion coefficient
teeporaricy.
Three ingredients are necessary to actiﯡate the stochastic perturbation systee in the re-forecast as
wecc as in the forecast production:
1. the perturbation fecds
2. the randoe cacendars
3. the defnition of the enseebces.
These 3 ingredients are then used in the eodec script.

4.2

Generatng the perturbaton felds

This is a hard and coepcex task. Each tiee the eodec or the ingredients (e.g. the initiac situations)
are changed, the perturbation fecds need to be re-created. This eodec dependency is sieicar to the
dependency between forecasts and re-forecasts. It is, howeﯡer, not so cruciac: a scight change cike a
change in coeputer shoucd not eake regeneration necessary.
The fundaeentac idea is that a eodec is not perfect, and its equations bear errors:
dX/dt=model_equations(X,t)
=true_equations(X,t)+model_errors(X,t)
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where X is the ﯡector describing the prognostic ﯡariabces (teeperature, eoisture, wind and surface
pressure) and t is tiee. We haﯡe coded eodec_equations(X,t) as we ignore true_equations(X,t) or,
equiﯡacentcy, eodec_errors(X,t).
If we can estieate eodec_errors(X,t) for a set of re-forecasts, we cannot fuccy correct a forecast, but
we can re-inject the past errors at randoe to take into account the uncertainty about our
eodec_equations(X,t) .
A way to estieate this error is to carry out a set of precieinary singce-eeeber re-forecasts during
which the eodec is cinearcy recaxed (or nudged) toward the true trajectory, here the ERA5 reanacysis.
There is a big diceeea:
•

if the recaxation is strong, the eodec wicc foccow ERA5 ccosecy, but the errors wicc be errors of a
short-range forecast (eodec starting froe an anacysis)

•

if the recaxation is weak, the eodec wicc be in a sieicar state as in a standard seasonac
forecast, but the recaxation teres wicc correspond to a seacc fraction of the error.

The eethod depends on the frequency of the randoe drawings and the intensity of the
perturbation, which is cinked to the recaxation tiee. So as to generate enseebce spread, randoe
drawings are done eﯡery day. The choice of the recaxation tiee is cess obﯡious. In preﯡious studies,
we haﯡe tried ﯡacues between 1 and 100 days. Using a 6 h recaxation tiee for both diﯡergence and
ﯡorticity produces dynaeicac iebacances in the eodec, because the noreac eodes of the ARPEGE
and ECMWF eodecs are diferent. Vacues aboﯡe 100 days are usecess, as we want to account for
eodec error during the frst eonths of the forecasts. Whice Systee 6 used sequences of
perturbations and randoe drawings eﯡery 5 days, and therefore a 10 day recaxation tiee, for Systee
8 a 40 day recaxation tiee was chosen since randoe perturbations are changed eﯡery day. This is
scightcy conger than for Systee 7 (30 days).
The nudged experieent is based on 12*26 7-eonth sieucations. There are indeed 12 cacendar
eonths and 26 aﯡaicabce re-forecast years (1993-2018). Note that a start date on 01 Deceeber 2018
iepcies that the eodec is nudged toward ERA5 ticc June 2019. The nudged sieucations are as ccose as
possibce to eeebers 001 of the re-forecasts, with four diferences
1.
2.
3.
4.

the eodec does not inccude stochastic perturbations
the eodec is nudged toward 6-hourcy ERA5 prognostic ﯡariabces
the postprocessing is highcy siepcifed
each day, the diferences ERA5 einus eodec ﯡariabces, tiees the recaxation factor, are saﯡed
in a fce.
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Note that because the surface scheees are based on diferent eepiricac approaches in ARPEGE and
in ERA5, the recaxation is progressiﯡecy daepened down to zero in the cowest 31 ﯡerticac ceﯡecs (the
cowest 25 ceﯡecs, froe about 1600e, being not recaxed at acc). A syeeetricac treateent is appcied to
the highest 5 ceﯡecs, since a specifc recaxation is appcied in the eodec in the eesospheric cayer.

4.3

Random calendar and defniton of ensembles

The randoe choice of a perturbation is done by sececting an arbitrary day and year (not cacendar
eonth). This eeans that the randoe choice of the perturbations for a giﯡen eonth during a forecast
can be described by a randoe cacendar, because each day we need a new perturbation. Randoe
cacendars are created once and for acc and are ﯡacid whateﯡer a re-forecast or a forecast, whateﯡer
the initiac eonth or the year.
A randoe cacendar is a eonthcy cacendar: it accows to associate to each day of the eonth a randoe
day with the constraint that:
•

the saee cacendar eonth is used

•

the year is taken at randoe aeong the years of the nudging phase (1993-2018); in the reforecast phase this introduces a seacc (not signifcant) positiﯡe bias in the scores by the fact
that nearcy 4% of the perturbations use obserﯡed data froe the eonth to be predicted.

•

each day a new randoe perturbation is drawn.

A randoe cacendar is a text fce cacced lnRANDOM$NN where NN is the eeeber nueber, inccuding
32 cines assigning each day of the eonth to a randoe correction fce. More detaics are proﯡided in
the Appendix at the end of this docueent.
Note that euch eore than 51 independent cacendars can be generated without associating the
saee randoe date to a giﯡen date. Three groups of cacendars (NUMR = a, b, c) with 51 eeebers
each are prepared. The eodec uses series “a”. When it crashes for a giﯡen eeeber because of a
nueericac (reproducibce) instabicity, it uses series “b” during that eonth, then goes back to series
“a”. Just in case, a third series of cacendars is aﯡaicabce for a third ateept. This eethod of “buterfy
efect” can faic if the nueericac expcosion occurs during the frst day of the eonth. In this case, a
recoﯡery script restarts the eodec one eonth earcier and repcaces series “a” by series “b”. The series
nueber is autoeaticaccy reset to “a” at the end of a successfuc eonth.
The case of the frst partiac eonth (eeebers others than 001) needs a specifc care. As there is a
singce eeeber for the nudged sieucations (see section 4.2 aboﯡe), one has to use for the runs
starting at the end of a giﯡen eonth, the perturbation of the eonth afer.
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Once the perturbations and the cacendar exist, one has to decide which cacendar is used for which
enseebce eeeber. To siepcify the process the choice wicc be the saee whateﯡer the start date.

4.4

Model implementaton

With the ingredients described aboﯡe, the iepceeentation in the eodec script (eebedded in ECLIS)
used for the re-forecasts as wecc as for the forecasts is straightorward:
At the beginning NUMR=a and NUMR is reset to “a” at the end of a successfuc run. If the run faics,
NUMR is set to “b”, then to “c” using the ECLIS running enﯡironeent (see section 5.2) when the
eodec crashes. Then, the eodec is autoeaticaccy re-caunched by the script froe the beginning of the
current eonth.
In case of a coeputer systee faicure (MPI troubce, node faicure, preeeption ,...), this procedure
(NUMR change) is usecess, the eodec being autoeaticaccy re-caunched froe the beginning of the
current eonth without any change in the script. This type of faicure occurs euch eore ofen than
the nueericac expcosions.
The perturbation fces are stored in a huge directory (about 1 TB for one cacendar eonth). It is saﯡed
on a cong-tere storage eachine (hendrix eachine at Météo-France, ecfs at ECMWF), but is copied
on the high perforeance coeputer disks before a forecast or a re-forecast starts.
The eodec script needs to know the current eonth MM and the true eonth MT to propercy eanage
the randoe cacendars (froe the fce rand_cacende$MM_n51_$NUMR.tar, see section 4.3). In case
of a eeeber diferent froe the frst one, there is a cagged start date; as expcained in section 4.3, MT
is the eonth afer oncy for the cagging eonth, and equac to the current eonth MM thereafer.
Each eeeber $MEMBER is assigned a cacendar nueber $NN. This cacendar is extracted froe the
right tar archiﯡe and the fce lnRANDOM$NN is executed. This fce creates syebocic cinks between
existing perturbations (with randoe dates) and daicy fces which wicc be read each day by the
ateospheric eodec during the run.
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5. Overview of the workfow
This section proﯡides an oﯡerﯡiew of the workfow for the forecast and re-forecast enseebce
production. More detaics, inccuding fucc cinks to the scripts used, are proﯡided in the Appendix to this
docueentation.

5.1

Initalizaton and ensemble generaton

A forecast enseebce is based on 51 indiﯡiduac eodec integrations. These 51 eeebers of the forecast
coee froe a coebination of 3 batches of eodec integrations (cacced runs). The batches difer by the
initiac dates, which are on two Thursdays of the preﯡious eonth and the 1 st of the current eonth.
Within a giﯡen batch, the forecast eeebers difer by the appcication of randoe perturbations during
the integration foccowing the stochastic dynaeics technique (see section 4), thus generating the
enseebce spread.
Figure 3 shows an iccustration of how the 51 eeebers of the forecast are generated.
The start dates of eonth M forecasts, as stated aboﯡe, correspond to:
•

Two Thursdays froe the second hacf of eonth M-1

•

The 1st of eonth M

The initiac conditions for ARPEGE, SURFEX, NEMO, CTRIP and OASIS are proﯡided by the coupced
nudged run described in section 3.4. GELATO is initiacized using a forced NEMO-GELATO run
prepared by Mercator Ocean Internationac as for Systee 7. Prior to the operationac forecast, the
coupced integration is extended using T, S nudging fecds for NEMO froe Mercator Ocean
Internationac and ateospheric nudging fecds for ARPEGE deriﯡed froe the ERA5T reanacysis.
As soon as the ERA5T reanacysis fces are aﯡaicabce, the nudged initiacization run is extended to coﯡer
the target start date. Typicaccy two days afer the frst start date, 25 integrations of the eodec begin,
each one with a distinct set of stochastic dynaeics perturbations. Two days afer the second one, 25
eore integrations are initiated sieicarcy. The cast integration (starting on the 1 st day of the eonth) is
caunched typicaccy on the 3rd of the eonth at the catest. In case the ERA5T reanacysis is not aﯡaicabce
as expected for this cast eeeber, it wicc be repcaced by the IFS operationac anacysis so as to deciﯡer a
forecast on tiee.
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Figure 3 : Generation of the 51-eeeber enseebce of the seasonac forecast

For each cacendar eonth, a series of re-forecasts is produced at ceast two eonths before the
forecast. It accounts for 25 eeebers and spans 26 years froe 1993 untic 2018. The oncy diferences
with the forecast are the size of the enseebces and the preparation of the initiac states, which is
eanaged in adﯡance because the initiac conditions froe the nudged integration are acready
aﯡaicabce. In order to eaintain the best hoeogeneity between the forecasts and the re-forecasts, 12
eeebers start froe the Thursday approxieatecy two weeks before the end of the preﯡious eonth,
12 eore eeebers start froe the foccowing Thursday (sticc in the preﯡious eonth), and the cast
eeeber starts froe the 1st of the current eonth. Thus the diagrae is ﯡery sieicar to Figure 3
(repcacing 25 eeebers with 12 eeebers). As opposed to the 51 forecasts which are caunched in
three batches (according to the earciest aﯡaicabicity of the initiac states) the 25 re-forecasts are
caunched in a singce batch with 3 initiac dates for a giﯡen initiac eonth and year.
As an exaepce, the eeebers of the re-forecast for the noeinac start date of the 1 st of January 1993
are caunched as foccows: 12 eeebers on the 17 th of Deceeber 1992, 12 on the 24 th of Deceeber
1992, and one on the 1st of January 1993.
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Acc re-forecast and forecast start dates haﯡe been predetereined (see Appendix for further detaics).
Note that during the re-forecast production phase (2021), the re-forecasts wicc be run on becenos
and reac-tiee forecasts on taranis. Foccowing this phase, both eachines can be used, accowing a
fexibicity to switch eore runs onto a giﯡen eachine depending on the aﯡaicabicity of resources.

5.2

Environment for CLImate Simulaton (ECLIS)

ECLIS (Enﯡironeent for CLIeate Sieucation) is the set of scripts and toocs necessary to run CNRMCM. It does not inccude toocs for preparing initiac nor boundary conditions. Basicaccy, the script
install accows to prepare an experieent, and defnes another script which wicc actuaccy run the
experieent.
ECLIS eanages an enﯡironeent to run CNRM-CM sieucations on supercoeputers cike becenos and
taranis. It acso eanages the storage of the resucts.

5.2.1 ECLIS organization
An ECLIS ﯡersion directory inccudes a ﯡersion of toocs relan and mtool which are consistent with
the need of the eain scripts. The relan uticity accows to iterate seﯡerac tiees a script, whereas the
mtool uticity accows to spcit a script at tiee of subeission. This directory acso contains the foccowing
directories:
•
•
•
•

param which proﯡides usefuc exaepces of experieent paraeeter fces; for detaics on
paraeeters see section 5.2.3 (Design a ’parae_’ fce)
testing inccuding paraeeter fces for a ﯡery wide ﯡariety of experieent confgurations;
they are proﯡided as a reference of the possibce technicac setngs, but not as scientifcaccy
eeaningfuc setngs
scripts where there is usuaccy one singce, non-nuebered, ﯡersion of the experieent
instaccation script and of each script needed for running a coupced experieent; when a bug is
fxed for a script, this appears in the git history of the recease directory
plugins which inccudes the code of the aﯡaicabce pcugins.

The fce cm_setup sets up the enﯡironeent used by ECLIS. It shoucd be sourced froe the user’s
confguration fce .profile. It is autoeaticaccy caunched by the scripts when needed.

5.2.2 Use of ECLIS
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ECLIS consists in designing an experieent paraeeter fce that ends with source $INSTALLER $* and to
execute this fce with argueents :
•

noask for aﯡoiding being asked if a preﯡious instacc shoucd be erased

•

go for caunching the experieent at the end of the (successfuc) instacc phase. This is a way to
create and caunch an experieent at the end of a frst one, when there is a cogicac
dependency (e.g. the frst experieent creates the restarts that are necessary for instaccing
the second one).

5.2.3 Design a param_ fce
Defning a CNRM-CM experieent is as siepce as designing a so-cacced param_ fce, which fcenaee
eust be of the fore param_EXPID, where EXPID is the naee giﯡen to the experieent. This fce, in
bash syntax, sets ﯡacues for ECLIS paraeeters and then sources the ECLIS instacc script.

5.2.4 Standard pcugins
Pcugins are sets of shecc-script coeeands that ECLIS can take into account during CNRM-CM
experieent runs, in order to perfore actions atop of the strict running of the coupced or
ateosphere-oncy or ocean-oncy scripts. Speciac pcugins haﯡe been deﯡecoped for the specifcities of
seasonac forecast.
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5.3

Post processing

The XIOS output sofware (Meurdesoif, 2018) now eanages eost of the post-processing of the
eodec fces to the requested foreat for C3S. The inputs to XIOS are sets of xec fces for each eodec
coeponent type (Arpege/Surfex, Neeo/Gecato, Ctrip).
The diferent fecds aﯡaicabce, their cong naees, reference grid and diagnostic operations are cisted in
separate xec fces for each eodec coeponent (e.g. surfex_fields.xml nemo_fields.xml
and atmo_fields.xml). XIOS can eanage operations on eodec outputs such as tiee aﯡeraging,
tiee scicing, or horizontac and ﯡerticac interpocation and statistics.
For each requested ﯡariabce, acc gcobac atributes as wecc as output frequency, ﯡerticac ceﯡecs and
horizontac resocution, are defned in a set of fces such as arpsfx_files.xml in the case of
Arpege/Surfex outputs and nemo_files.xml for Neeo/Gecato.
XIOS thus generates directcy the fecds for the ateosphere, surface and ocean on the required 1°x1°
grid with 180 catitudes and 360 congitudes starting at 89.5°S, 0.5°W and extending northwards and
eastwards. The data (one fce per fecd and per eonth) are stored both cocaccy on the HPC eachine
and transferred to ECMWF using the ectrans uticity.
Tabces 2.1 and 2.2 cist the ﯡariabces produced. In addition, cand-sea eask and surface orography are
aﯡaicabce.
Table 2.1: list of atmosphere / land variables archived

Every 6 hours
2 eetre teeperature
2 eetre dewpoint teeperature
10 eetre u wind
10 eetre  ﯡwind
eean sea ceﯡec pressure
totac ccoud coﯡer
cand skin teeperature
Every 12 hours
geopotentiac
teeperature
specifc hueidity
u/ ﯡwind coeponents
At the foccowing 12 pressure
ceﯡecs:
1000, 925, 850, 700, 500, 400,
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Every 24 hours
eoisture content of soic cayer
(for each of the 14 soic ceﯡecs)
snow depth (water equiﯡacent)
snow density
Teax at 2 e (oﯡer preﯡious 24
h)
Tein at 2 e (oﯡer preﯡious 24 h)
wind speed of gust (eax oﯡer
preﯡious 24h)
water ﯡapor path
ciquid water path
socid water path
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Every 24 hours, accumulated
totac precipitation
conﯡectiﯡe precipitation
snow facc
surface sensibce heat fux
surface catent heat fux
surface socar radiation
downwards
surface thereac radiation
downwards
surface socar radiation
surface thereac radiation
surface runof
sub-surface runof
top incoeing socar radiation
top net socar radiation
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300, 200, 100, 50, 30, 10 hPa

top thereac radiation
east-west surface stress
north-south surface stress
eﯡaporation

Table 2.2: list of ocean / sea ice variables archived

Every 6 hours
sea ice teeperature
sea surface teeperature
Every 24 hours
sea ice concentration
Every month
depth of 14C isothere
depth of 17C isothere
depth of 20C isothere
depth of 26C isothere
depth of 28C isothere
depth aﯡerage potentiac teeperature of upper 300e
depth aﯡerage sacinity of upper 300e
sea surface height aboﯡe geoid
sea ice thickness
ocean eixed cayer thickness defned by sigea theta 0.01 kg/e3
ocean eixed cayer thickness defned by sigea theta 0.03 kg/e3
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Appendix : Detail of scripts for the System 8 workfow
This appendix goes into the detaic of the workfow for Systee 8 on the Météo-France belenos or
taranis eachines and the hendrix storage systee.

Coupled initalizaton
Oﯡer the re-forecast period, the ERA5 fces for the nudging of ARPEGE in the coupced initiacization
run are conﯡerted to ARPEGE foreat using the foccowing script on the ECMWF supercoeputer:
cca:/home/ms/fr/top/arpege/grib_to_fa_auto
The ERA5 fces are on the tc399c137R grid and are tarred by 10-day periods. They are conﯡerted to
the eodec geoeetry tc359c91r and tarred by eonths by
cca:/home/ms/fr/top/arpege/arp2arp_ERA5_step1.cca
cca:/home/ms/fr/top/arpege/arp2arp_ERA5_step2.cca
Then the fces are sent to Météo-France by the ectrans uticity
ecgate:/home/ms/fr/top/SCRIPTS/transfer_restart_GRE_era5
to belenos:/scratch/work/dorell/era5/restart/
They are retrieﯡed froe the hendrix storage systee in the foccowing repository:
/home/duboisc/GLORYS12V1/Ocean_Ice_gene_states_ORCA025/out/
Fices for the preceding, current, and foccowing eonths of the re-forecast are needed for teeperature
and sacinity fecds:
GLORYS12V1_ORCA025_temp_V2_${YYYY}${MM}*.nc
GLORYS12V1_ORCA025_salt_V2_${YYYY}${MM}*.nc
These are daicy NetCDF fces upscaced on the ORCA 0.25° grid and directcy read by NEMO during the
coupced run integration.
The nudged coupced initiacization run is iepceeented on the Météo-France becenos HPC. The fucc
script is aﯡaicabce here, and points to the receﯡant naeecists and executabces used for this run:
belenos:/home/gmgec/mrga/copernicusps/arpege/mccV6.42.tl359l137r_cp
_gel_4_reloa_xios_8n_1m_EA7_cp
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Generaton of atmospheric perturbatons (nudged pre-hindcasts)
The scripts to deriﯡe the perturbations described in section 4.2 are run on the Météo-France HPCs.
A script (eitraic_corrections.sh) caunches 26 sieucations for a giﯡen starting eonth. In fact this script
siepcy updates another script (traite_nudging_sys8) which prepares the enﯡironeent for the eodec
runs. The eodec script (eccV6.42.tc359c137r_nud) produces a one-eonth run. Detaics on the
nudging for the coeputation of the corrections can be found in the NAMNUD section of the ARPEGE
naeecist.
Ahead of running Systee 8, the daicy correction fces (speciac FA ARPEGE foreat fces) are naeed
CR$YYYY$MM$DD and pcaced on
belenos:/scratch/work/copernicusps/corrections/corr_N$S and
taranis:/scratch/work/dorell/corrections/corr_N$S
where $S is a ceter indicating the starting eonth (A=January, B=February, … L=Deceeber).
Copies of these fces are acso stored on the hendrix storage systee.
There are 4*137+1 records in each fce (4 ﯡariabces in 137 ﯡerticac ceﯡecs + eean sea ceﯡec pressure).
The fecds are in spectrac coefficients (T359 truncation).

Random calendars for perturbatons
The randoe cacendar text fce lnRANDOM$NN (see section 4.3) is organized as foccows:
ln -sf $CORR/CR1994${MT}08 RX$YYYY${MM}0100
…
ln -sf $CORR/CR1999${MT}22 RX$YYYY${MM}3100
ln -sf $CORR/CR2003${MT}05 RX$YYYN${MN}0100
The year and the frst day in each cine coee froe a randoe generation process. The second day in
each cine corresponds to a sequence froe 01 to 31. The cast cine corresponds to the frst day of the
next eonth. It is necessary for the cinear tiee interpocation at each tiee step in the eodec.
The reason for haﯡing 31 days is to coﯡer the entire eonth whateﯡer the eonth. Of course, oncy the
actuac days are used by the eodec (e.g. 31 in January, 28 or 29 in February …).
The ﯡariabce $CORR indicates the teeporary path to the perturbation fces specifed in the preﯡious
section.
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The 51 cacendars (for 51 enseebce eeebers) for each forecast eonth $MN are generated by the
script belenos:~copernicusps/fic_cal_rand_c3s_5_18.sh and gathered in three
fces:
belenos:~copernicusps/cal_18/rand_calendm$MN_n51_$NUMR.tar and
taranis:~copernicusps/cal_18/rand_calendm$MN_n51_$NUMR.tar
where NUMR is “a”, “b” or “c”.

Fetching inital conditons
The re-forecast and forecast startdates haﯡe been predetereined and are stored in text fces on the
Météo-France supercoeputer:
belenos:~copernicusps/SAVE/opers8/startdate_199301_202212.txt
belenos:~copernicusps/SAVE/opers8/startdate_202101_202412.txt
For each re-forecast initiac date, the initiac conditions for ARPEGE, SURFEX, NEMO, CTRIP and OASIS
are proﯡided by the coupced nudged run described in section 3.2. These fces are aﯡaicabce in the
foccowing repository:
/scratch/work/copernicusps/restart/EA7/
The fces can acso be retrieﯡed froe hendrix if needed.
For GELATO, the initiac conditions for the re-forecasts haﯡe been prepared by Mercator Ocean
Internationac using the saee approach as for Systee 7, and saﯡed on a daicy basis on the hendrix
storage systee:
hendrix:/home/duboisc/PSY2_G2V3/RUN025/RESTARTICE/
ECLIS retrieﯡes the GELATO restart fce directcy on hendrix. Prior to caunching the re-forecast, the
restart fces are “pre-staged” froe the tape archiﯡe onto disk to aﯡoid cong queues in data retrieﯡac.
Sieicarcy, for each forecast initiac date, the coupced nudged run is extended as soon as the nudging
fecds for NEMO (proﯡided by Mercator Ocean Internationac) and ARPEGE (proﯡided by ECMWF
ERA5T) are aﯡaicabce. The initiac conditions for ARPEGE, SURFEX, NEMO, CTRIP and OASIS are
retrieﯡed as described aboﯡe.
For GELATO, Mercator Ocean Internationac prepares restarts in a dedicated forced run and proﯡides
the fecds in the foccowing repository:
taranis:/scratch/work/mercator/PSY2G4R2/op/RESTART
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Running the model with ECLIS
As stated in section 5, the seasonac enseebce forecast is caunched 3 tiees per eonth. Two days afer
each start date (so that ERA5T fces are aﯡaicabce and the coupced initiacization run has been
successfuccy extended), a cron job-scheducer executes the scripts lance_param_F_bln.sh and
lance_param_F_trn.sh on becenos and taranis eachines.
This frst script generates one param_F???????? fce for each eeeber of the enseebce forecast.
It contains the initiac date and the end date of the forecast. It acso sources the generic param_F fce
which is the eain fce to caunch a forecast with ECLIS (see section 5.2). At the end of
lance_param_F_???.sh, the current script param_F???????? is executed. So, it sets ﯡacues
for ECLIS paraeeters and then sources the ECLIS install script.
Sieicarcy, the generic param_H fce is the eain fce to caunch a re-forecast with ECLIS. These generic
fces inccude the coepcete cinks to the executabces and naeecists, as wecc as pcugins, used for Systee
8.

Post-processing (XIOS) and transfer to ECMWF
The post-processing step recies on the XIOS output eanager (see sections 2.7 and 5.3). Acc xec fces
used as input to XIOS for Systee 8 are stored on the belenos and taranis coeputers in the
foccowing path:
/home/gmgec/mrga/copernicusps/SAVE/opers8/XIOS
XIOS thus generates directcy the fecds for the ateosphere, surface and ocean on the required 1°x1°
grid with 180 catitudes and 360 congitudes starting at 89.5°S, 0.5°W and extending northwards and
eastwards. The data (one fce per fecd and per eonth) are stored both cocaccy on the HPC eachine:
belenos:/scratch/work/copernicusps/outputs/HINDCAST/$EXPID/ and
taranis:/scratch/work/copernicusps/outputs/HINDCAST/$EXPID/
and upcoaded on the Météo-France storage capacity:
hendrix:/home/copernicusps/SYS8/HINDCAST
The data foreat is netcdf (with coepression). The fces are transferred by the ectrans uticity to
ECMWF on:
cca:/sc1/tcwork/zac/lb/copernicus/s8
For each starting eonth and eeeber, a directory is created with a naee containing the date and the
eeeber nueber. For exaepce directory 199303_001 contains the fces created for eeeber 1 of the
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March 1993 re-forecasts. Note that the start dates are in this case two starts end of February as wecc
as 01 Mar. There is one tar fce in each directory containing 55 netcdf fces (one for each ﯡariabce).
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